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Abstract The detection of antibodies is useful to diag-

nose and/or to classify autoimmune diseases as connective

tissue diseases and vasculitis. Zenit RA is a fully auto-

mated immunoanalyzer. The aim of this study was to

compare the predictive and discriminative performance of

the Zenit RA anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP), anti-

cardiolipin (aCL) and anti-b 2 glycoprotein 1 (aB2GP1)

tests to conventional ELISAs on clinically well-defined

groups of patients and to daily evaluate the determination

of anti-extractable nuclear antigen (ENA), anti-double

stranded DNA (dsDNA), anti-myeloperoxidase (MPO) and

anti-proteinase 3 (PR3) antibodies in a hospital laboratory.

Reagents available on Zenit RA analyzer exhibit good

diagnostic performances, regarding sensitivity, specificity,

positive and negative predictive values. Global agreements

between Zenit RA and conventional tests were from 90 to

98 % (Kappa-values ranging 0.56–0.94): 96 % for anti-

CCP, 90–94 % for aCL and aB2GP1, 94 % for anti-

dsDNA, 97 % for anti-ENA, 98 % for anti-MPO and 95 %

for anti-PR3 antibodies. Zenit RA analyzer is easy to

rapidly detect the most common autoantibodies in

autoimmune diseases. This system has a potential to pro-

vide clinically useful data within a short time. Because of

the flexibility of its work modalities, it is well adapted to

determine antigenic specificities in daily practice.
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Introduction

The detection of antibodies is useful to diagnose and/or to

classify autoimmune diseases as connective tissue diseases

and vasculitis [1, 2]. Classical dichotomic investigations

are often time-consuming and do not allow prompt

response to clinicians. Currently, the laboratory has to

perform safety diagnostic tests as soon as possible to

reduce hospitalization time. Zenit RA is a fully automated

immunoanalyzer, provided by A. Menarini Diagnostics, for

auto-immunity testing [3]. The assay is based on a two-step

indirect chemiluminescent immunoassay (CLIA) using

antigen-coated magnetic particles as solid phase and an

antibody labeled with a dimethyl acridinium ester as

detection marker.

The aim of this study was (1) to compare the predictive

and discriminative performance of the Zenit RA anti-cyclic

citrullinated peptide (CCP), anti-cardiolipin (aCL) and

anti-b 2 glycoprotein 1 (aB2GP1) tests to conventional

ELISAs on clinical well-defined groups of patients,

respectively, with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or anti-

phospholipid syndrome (APS); (2) to daily evaluate the

determination of anti-extractable nuclear antigen (ENA),

anti-double stranded DNA (dsDNA), anti-myeloperoxidase

(MPO) and anti-proteinase 3 (PR3) in a hospital laboratory.
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We report the results of a comparison between the

results obtained using the new fully automated Zenit RA

and those from our laboratory tests for the detection of

various auto-antibodies and the use of such system in

various work modalities as batch mode, random access and

stat priority.

Patients and methods

Serum samples from 30 healthy controls, 81 patients with

well-defined rheumatoid arthritis, according to classifica-

tion criteria approved by American College of Rheuma-

tology [4], 79 patients with APS defined by revised

Sapporo laboratory criteria [5], 13 patients with Sjögren

syndrome, 23 patients with systemic lupus erythematosus

(SLE), 6 patients with hepatitis C infection and 9 patients

with Waldenström disease were included in the first part of

the study. Simultaneously, consecutive serum samples

(n = 393) sent for anti-ENA, anti-dsDNA and/or anti-

MPO and anti-PR3 antibodies detection were analyzed in

comparison to conventional tests. Collection of patient

samples was carried out according to the local ethics

committee regulations and all tests were performed

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Zenit RA assay is based on a two-step indirect CLIA

using antigen-coated magnetic particles as solid phase. The

nature of antigens coupled in Zenit RA reagents is shown

in Table 1. During the first step, the specific antibodies

present in the sample bound to the solid phase and after

extensive washing, a second antibody labeled with a

dimethyl acridinium ester as detection marker was added.

After washing, a light signal was generated by chemilu-

minescent reaction and was measured. The signal was

proportional to the amount of antibodies bound to the solid

phase. The results were then compared with those obtained

with our routinely used tests.

Statistical tests

Concordance between Zenit RA and our laboratory values

was assessed by calculating kappa (j) coefficient. Com-

parison of quantitative values obtained using Zenit RA or

laboratory reagents was evaluated by regression analysis.

Results

Part I: determination of anti-CCP antibodies

As consensual reported, anti-CCP antibodies are sensitive

and highly specific markers for RA [6], especially in early

stage [7, 8]. In this study, 170 serum samples were ana-

lyzed comprising 81 serums samples from patients with

defined rheumatoid arthritis and 89 serum samples as

controls (30 from healthy individuals and 59 from patients

with others diseases defined above). A global concordance

of 96.5 % (164/170) was found (j = 0.93) and as shown in

Fig. 1, a very good correlation (r = 0.91) was available

between CLIA and ELISA. CLIA (Zenit RA) values were

fivefold lower than ELISA, as also confirmed in cut off

values: 5 U/mL using CLIA and 25 U/mL using ELISA.

Analysis of discrepancies showed a higher sensitivity of

our ELISA test. Indeed, five patients with defined RA and

with low anti-CCP antibodies titers (from 33 until 60 U/

mL) were not detected by Zenit RA reagent.

However, both tests showed good discrimination per-

formances as summarized in Table 2. Then, Zenit RA anti-

Table 1 Characteristics of coupled antigens in Zenit RA reagents

Analytes Nature of antigens

ds-DNA PCR product

SSA 60 ? 52 kDa Recombinant protein

SSB 48 kDa recombinant protein

Sm Protein native purified mix of subunits

D, B, E, F, G

RNP Recombinant RNP 70 kDa, RNP A

34 kDa and RNP C 25 kDa

Scl70 72 kDa recombinant protein

Jo1 58 kDa recombinant protein

Cardiolipin Bovine cardiolipin and human

b2-glycoprotein 1 protein

b2 Glycoprotein 1 Human b2-glycoprotein 1 protein

MPO Purified protein from human neutrophils

PR3 Purified protein from human neutrophils

CCP Second generation synthetic peptide

ZENIT RA ENA Screen: screening panel contains nine different

kinds of microparticles: SSA52, SSA60, SSb, Sm, RNP70 kDa, RNP

A 34 kDa, RNP C 25 kDa, Scl-70 72 kDa, Jo-1 58 kDa

Fig. 1 Correlation between CLIA (Zenit RA) and ELISA for anti-

CCP antibody determination (r = 0.91)
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CCP assay exhibited satisfactory diagnostic value useful

for clinical use regarding to the good predictive ability.

Part II: determination of APS-related antibodies

In this part, 190 serum samples were studied: 79 serum

samples from patients with defined APS according to the

Sapporo laboratory criteria [5, 9] and 111 controls com-

prising 30 serum samples from healthy individuals and 81

serum samples from patients with other diseases defined in

‘‘Patients and methods.’’

Four parameters were analyzed: IgG anticardiolipin

(aCL IgG), IgM anticardiolipin (aCL IgM), IgG anti-b2

glycoprotein 1 (aB2GP1 IgG) and IgM anti-b2 glycopro-

tein 1 (aB2GP1 IgM), with different cut-off values in the

two tests: for aCL IgG, 20 GPL U (IgG phospholipid)

using Zenit and 15 GPL U in ELISA; for aCL IgM,

10 MPL U (IgM phospholipid) using Zenit and 15 MPL U

in ELISA; for aB2GP1 IgG, 20 arbitrary units (AU)/mL

using Zenit and 10 AU/mL in ELISA and for aB2GP1

IgM, 10 AU/mL in either one.

Global agreements between CLIA (Zenit RA) and

ELISA were from 90 to 94 % [90 % for aCL IgG

(j = 0.75); 91 % for aCL IgM (j = 0.75) and 94 % for

both aB2GP1 IgG (j = 0.50) and IgM (j = 0.61)]. The

comparative performances of the tests regarding sensitiv-

ity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values are

shown in Table 3.

Clinical specificity was similar and high for all tests,

whereas clinical sensitivity was lower in CLIA than ELISA

for aCL IgG antibodies and higher for aCL IgM and

aB2GP1 IgG and IgM. Taken together, the positivity of at

least one out of antiphospholipid antibodies enhanced the

sensitivity in respect of good specificity, NPV and PPV.

We found major discrepancies between these two tests

as summarized in Table 4, in some well-defined APS

patients. Discrepancies should arise from the disparities of

qualitative and/or quantitative antigens, the potential

alteration of epitopes structure during coating and the

amount of each antigen. Indeed, Zenit RA anticardiolipin

test was performed in a B2GP1-dependant manner whereas

our ELISA test did not [9]. Furthermore, correlations

between CLIA and ELISA values were not very good,

especially for IgG isotype aB2GP1 (r = 0.63) and aCL

antibodies (not calculated for aCL IgG and r = 0.78 for

aCL IgM).

These results can also reflect various panels of anti-

phospholipid antibodies, especially among aB2GP1 anti-

bodies directed to various domains of B2GP1 antigen [10]

and dependent on coating conditions.

Table 2 Comparative performances of CLIA (Zenit RA) and ELISA tests for anti-CCP antibody determination

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%) NPV (%)

CLIA (Zenit RA) 86.4 100 100 89

ELISA 92.6 98.6 98.7 94

PPV positive predictive value, NPV negative predictive value

Table 3 Comparative

performances of CLIA (Zenit

RA) and ELISA tests for APS-

related antibody determination

PPV positive predictive value,

NPV negative predictive value

Sensitivity

(%)

Specificity

(%)

PPV

(%)

NPV

(%)

aCL (IgG)

CLIA 54.4 97.3 93.5 75

ELISA 68.3 95.5 91.5 81

aCL (IgM)

CLIA 24.1 95.5 79.2 64

ELISA 20.2 97.3 84.2 63

aB2GP1 (IgG)

CLIA 53 91 97.2 77

ELISA 40 91 96.3 72

aB2GP1 (IgM)

CLIA 20.8 95.1 75 63

ELISA 15.2 98.1 83.3 65

At least one out of

above antibodies

CLIA 63.3 91.9 84.8 78

ELISA 74.7 91.9 86.8 84
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Part III: daily use of Zenit RA for anti-ENA, anti ds-DNA

and anti MPO or PR3 antibodies determinations

In this section, we studied various work modalities of the

Zenit RA analyzer as batch mode, random access and stat

priority. Required tests were performed every day after

immunofluorescence screening in batch mode for the first

patients, then, during the day in random or stat access.

So, 393 serum samples were analyzed: 259 for anti-

dsDNA, 282 for anti-ENA, 54 for anti-MPO and 58 for

anti-PR3 antibodies detection. A good agreement was

found for each test, respectively, 94 % for anti-dsDNA

(j = 0.75), 97 % for anti-ENA (j = 0.90), 98 % for anti-

MPO (j = 0.94) and 95 % for anti-PR3 (j = 0.86) anti-

body determination, despite the different nature of coated

antigens on Zenit microparticles versus microplates.

Concerning anti-dsDNA antibodies, both tests used

recombinant DNA as coated antigen and discrepant serum

sample exhibited values near to cut off value of one out of

the two tests. Figure 2 showed the good correlation

(r = 0.85) between anti-dsDNA titers using CLIA (Zenit

RA) versus ELISA. Furthermore, the cut off values were

approximately similar in both tests.

Using Zenit RA anti-ENA screen test, two patients were

not detected, whereas they had anti-Ro52 antibodies. As

previously reported [11], hidden reactivities could exist

when using blended Ro52 and Ro60 antigens, because they

can mask each other’s reactivity.

Table 4 Major discrepancies between CLIA (Zenit RA) and ELISA APS related antibody determinations in APS patients

Pathology CLIA (Zenit RA) ELISA

aCL (IgG)

GPL U

aCL (IgM)

MPL U

aB2GP1 (IgG)

AU/mL

aB2GP1 (IgM)

AU/mL

aCL (IgG)

GPL U

aCL (IgM)

MPL U

aB2GP1 (IgG)

AU/mL

aB2GP1 (IgM)

AU/mL

APS ? SLE 353 2 17 0 16 4 50 3

APS ? SLE 808 2 570 2 392 86 360 4

APS ? SLE 68 1 92 1 13 4 1 1

APS 1 1 1 2 85 14 1 1

APS 99 1 146 2 17 4 7 1

APS 123 10 159 11 16 4 1 1

APS 100 4 61 3 25 4 1 1

APS ? SLE 1 3 1 2 16 94 1 1

APS 1 8 3 16 4 75 1 1

Positive values are mentioned in bold

APS antiphospholipid syndrome, SLE systemic lupus erythematosus

Fig. 2 Correlation between CLIA (Zenit RA) and ELISA for anti-

dsDNA antibody determination (r = 0.85)

Fig. 3 Correlation between CLIA (Zenit RA) and Luminex for anti-

MPO (r = 0.91) and anti-PR3 (r = 0. 94) antibody determination
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In Fig. 3, we reported correlation curves of results

obtained using CLIA and Luminex technology for the

detection of anti–MPO (r = 0.91) and anti-PR3 (r = 0.94)

antibodies, using both purified proteins as antigens and

approximately similar cut off values.

These tests should easily substitute routine actual tests.

Results were obtained in a short time. Indeed, the first result was

available within 25 min and a batch of 30–40 samples required

less than 1.5 h for one or two parameters per sample. No cal-

ibration curve was needed in each batch, only two controls were

necessary to validate the run. In contrast, ELISA or Luminex

tests required at least 2 h and several standard points were

necessary for the calibration curve. So, they were actually

performed in batch and not every day to optimize time and cost.

Discussion

Recent advances in diagnostic technologies enhanced the

importance of antibody determination in autoimmune dis-

eases, especially in early stage [12]. The practical approach in

an autoimmunity laboratory tended to perform multi-para-

metric tests in a short time [13]. Automatization can improve

the reproducibility and reduce interlaboratory variation, still a

major problem in the analysis of autoantibodies. With this

aim, CLIA have been developed by various manufacturers as

DiaSorin with LIAISON� analyzer [14], Instrumentation

Laboratory with BIO-FLASH� instrument [15] and Menarini

Diagnostics with Zenit RA analyzer [3]. Reagents available on

Zenit analyzer exhibit good diagnostic performances,

regarding sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative pre-

dictive values. We agree with the recent study reported by

Persijn [3], about a new set of automated CLIAs.

Observed discrepancies with our conventional routine

tests were not higher than the discrepancies between other

ELISA or other technologies, depending on various natures

of antigens and lack of standardization [1].

The main Zenit’s advantages were the complete automa-

tion and the flexibility of work modalities. The quality and

security are provided by barcode reading for all reagents and

samples, permitting full traceability of samples, reagents and

operators. Different cartridges of reagents can stay on board in

a refrigerated area with stability during 8 weeks and each

calibration is stable for 2–3 weeks. Then, the analyzer is

always ready to use after a daily automatic wake up. All types

of tubes were accepted in the loading tray to limit decantation

of serum samples and risk of mistake.

Conclusion

Zenit RA analyzer is easy to rapidly detect the most

common autoantibodies in autoimmune diseases using

CLIA. CLIA seems to be an attractive alternative to

ELISA, reduces labor as well as assay time. Zenit RA

system has a potential to provide clinically useful data

within a short time and is well adapted to determine anti-

genic specificities in daily practice and even in emergency.
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